ABSTRACT. In this paper the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem for locally compact groups is looked at from a category theoretic point of view.
INTRODUCTION.
In [I] C. C. Moore proves a global version of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem for locally compact groups in the case that the coset space has an invariant measure. This result, for arbitrary closed subgroups, was obtained by A. Kleppner [2] , using different methods. We show how a slight modification of Moore's original proof yields the general result. It is this global version of the reciprocity theorem that is the basis for our categorical approach. (See [3] for a description of the necessary category-theoretical concepts.)
We begin by setting up the machinery necessary to discuss the reciprocity theorem. Next we show how, using the global version of the theorem, the functors of induction and restriction are adjoint. The proofs of these results are at the end of the paper.
THE MAIN RFULTS.
Throughout G is a separable locally compact group and K is a closed subgroup. Let G/K denote the space of right cosets of K in G and for s E G, we write for the coset Ks. Let be a quasi-invariant measure on G/K, see [4] . Then [1] , by the rule tl(B).f I r*(s) Bf(s) dp().
G/K
It is shown in [I] that /(B)is a bounded linear map from H(Indp)to H(r). 
claimed, a functor.
It is plain that
Now the naturality of the adjunction Ind(C ')= (Ind')(IndC'), so that Ind is, as r/ is expressed by the following relation. 
Substituting (6)into (4) gives C[Indp(t-')g] I r*(r()) B(r())p(r()t-%(t-t)-')g(r(-$t-1)) R,(, t--1) dt($).
S
Making the change of variables s-,st we get C[Indp(t-')g] I r*(r(t)) B(r(t))p(r(-t)t-%()-') g(r())) R(-t, t-') R(-4 t-') d/(s).
By the cocycle identity R(-$t, t-) R(-, t-) I. Therefore
Equating the expression for r(t-')Cg in (5) with that for C[Indp(t-')g] in (7) we get, for almost all sS and tG, 7r*(r()t) B(r()) r*(r(t)) B(r(t)) p(r(t)t-'r()-Rewriting this, using the fact that r is unitary, yields r(r(t) t-'r()-')B(r()) B(r(t))p(r(-$t)t-'r()-'). (s) ),'f)dp(-$) (s) )dp(),) G We hope to examine this feature of adjunction in a subsequent note, together with the enrichment implicit in Theorem 1, where the morphism sets of C and have the structure of Banach spaces and r/ is enriched to an isometric isomorphism (and not merely a bijection).
